JM Marine Services
222 OLD NECK ROAD, CENTER MORICHES, NY 11934
(631) 874-3820

**** Circle & initial all work requested, sign and return *** Materials extra on all services****
2017 Winterization work will commence when DEPOSIT and SIGNED CONTRACT have been received. NO EXCEPTIONS !!

WINTERIZATION for the FOLLOWING:
Two Stroke Outboard
Winterization consists of the following: Fresh water flush and fog out engine. Run engine on winter pre-mix.
Stabilize fuel system. Drain and pressure test gearcase. Fill with gear oil. Remove propeller and service shaft.
Lube all grease points. Coat powerhead with protectant.
Initial for each service requested
Up to three cylinders
$200.00
Four cylinders
$235.00
Six cylinders
$285.00
Outboards Stored indoors (3 cylinder and below)
$200.00
Batteries removed and stored indoors
$20.00 each
Electronics removed and stored indoors
$20.00 each

Four Stroke Outboard
Winterization consists of the following: Fresh water flush and fog out engine. Run engine on winter pre-mix. Drain and pressure test
gearcase. Fill with gear oil. Stabilize fuel system. Remove propeller and service shaft.
Lube all grease points. Coat powerhead with protectant.
Initial for each service requested

Up to three cylinders
Four cylinders
Six cylinders
Eight cylinders
Outboards Stored indoors (3 cylinder and below)
Batteries removed and stored indoors
Electronics removed and stored indoors

$235.00
$270.00
$320.00
$355.00
$200.00
$20.00 each
$20.00 each

Sterndrive & Inboard
Winterization consists of the following: Fresh water flush and fog out engine. Fill engine with antifreeze.
Stabilize fuel. Test antifreeze. Coat engine with protectant. Flush and clean engine compartment.
Initial for each service requested

Four cylinders
Six cylinders
Eight cylinders
Batteries removed and stored indoors
Electronics removed and stored indoors
Stern Drive removed and stored

$355.00
$375.00
$395.00
$20.00 each
$20.00 each
$150.00

Two Stroke Personal Watercraft
Includes: Fresh water flush. Fog out engine. Lube and protect engine. Stabilize fuel system.
Remove battery and flush compartments. Fill engine with antifreeze.
$195.00
Initial __________

Four Stroke Personal Watercraft
Includes: Fresh water flush. Fog out engine. Run engine on winter pre-mix. Stabilize fuel system. Fill engine with antifreeze. Remove
battery and flush compartments. Lube grease points. Coat engine with protectant .
$235.00
Initial __________

JM Marine Services
222 OLD NECK ROAD, CENTER MORICHES, NY 11934
(631) 874-3820
ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Initial for each service requested

Generators
Water system @ time and materials
Holding tanks
A/C units

$195.00
$115.00/ hour
$55.00
$50.00

Outdrive Service
Remove and replace gear lube. Split housings. Remove marine growth from water passages and intake screens.
Reassemble with pressure and vacuum tests. Replace water pump where applicable. Remove prop and service shafts.
Clean and lube u-joints. Replace zincs. Estimate of $300.00 to $450.00 depending on make/model.
YES

NO

If Needed

Initial __________

If Needed

Initial __________

Prop Reconditioning
YES

NO

**50% Deposit required for each service requested - Balance due upon completion of work**
I hereby authorize the above requested work to be done along with all the necessary materials required for said repairs, and hereby grant JM Marine Services, and/or its
employees permission to operate the vessel and/or engine herein described on any waterways or elsewhere for the purpose of testing, inspection or to perform the
services that I have requested above. It is further understood that FULL PAYMENT is due immediately following the completion of the requested work. A late fee of
$25.00 will be applied to any balance unpaid past 7 days of invoice date and/or verbal notification of job completion. Finance charges of 24% annually will be applied to
any balance unpaid past 30 days of invoice date and an express mechanics lien will be immediately placed onto the above mentioned item to secure the amount of repairs
thereto. It is also understood and agreed that JM Marine Services will not be responsible for failure to perform services not requested.

Authorized Signature: _____________________________________________________________________________
Print Name

: __________________________________

Date:

_______________________________

